Using a composite procedure, North American Mesoscale Model (NAM) forecast and observed environments associated with zonally oriented, quasi-stationary surface fronts for 64 cases during July-August 2006-08 were examined for a large region encompassing the central United States. NAM adequately simulated the general synoptic features associated with the frontal environments (e.g., patterns in the low-level wind fields) as well as the positions of the fronts. However, kinematic fields important to frontogenesis such as horizontal deformation and convergence were overpredicted. Surface-based convective available potential energy (CAPE) and precipitable water were also overpredicted, which was likely related to the overprediction of the kinematic fields through convergence of water vapor flux. In addition, a spurious coherence between forecast deformation and precipitation was found using spatial correlation coefficients. Composite precipitation forecasts featured a broad area of rainfall stretched parallel to the composite front, whereas the composite observed precipitation covered a smaller area and had a WNW-ESE orientation relative to the front, consistent with mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) propagating at a slight right angle relative to the thermal gradient. Thus, deficiencies in the NAM precipitation forecasts may at least partially result from the inability to depict MCSs properly. It was observed that errors in the precipitation forecasts appeared to lag those of the kinematic fields, and so it seems likely that deficiencies in the precipitation forecasts are related to the overprediction of the kinematic fields such as deformation. However, no attempts were made to establish whether the overpredicted kinematic fields actually contributed to the errors in the precipitation forecasts or whether the overpredicted kinematic fields were simply an artifact of the precipitation errors. Regardless of the relationship between such errors, recognition of typical warm-season environments associated with these errors should be useful to operational forecasters.
Introduction
Seasonal precipitation exhibits a maximum center over the upper Midwest during midsummer (July-August). This precipitation center occurs in close association with the northward extension of the low-level jet (LLJ) and the retreat of the upper-level jet stream (e.g., Higgins et al. 1997; Wang and Chen 2009) . Such a circulation evolution forms a preferred time frame for the ''warm-season pattern,'' consisting of a slow-moving ridge over the western United States and a synoptic trough over the eastern United States, with prevailing northwesterly flow in the midtroposphere and an east-west-oriented, quasi-stationary front near the surface (Johns 1993) . Lowlevel warm advection along the quasi-stationary front and northwesterly shear provide favorable conditions for progressive mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Johns and Hirt 1987; Schmidt and Cotton 1989; Smull and Augustine 1993; Coniglio and Stensrud 2001; Coniglio et al. 2004 ). In addition, moisture pooling by low-level convergence along the northern terminus of the LLJ (Segal et al. 1989 ) creates large convective available potential energy (CAPE) with low convective inhibition for the MCS development (Weisman 1990; Knievel and Johnson 2002) . MCSs developing under these specific conditions contribute to about 60% of the midsummer rainfall over the upper Midwest (Wang et al. 2010) , which accounts for most of the 75% contribution from all MCSs estimated by Fritsch et al. (1986) .
It is known that numerical weather prediction (NWP) models do not simulate warm-season convective rainfall well (e.g., Fritsch and Carbone 2004) . This deficiency is attributed to rapid error growth associated with convective processes (e.g., Walser et al. 2004; Kong et al. 2006; Hohenegger and Schar 2007) , inability to properly depict finescale and/or subtle forcing mechanisms [e.g., outflow boundaries, drylines, or midtropospheric perturbations (Wang et al. 2009 (Wang et al. , 2010 ], and difficulties in handling planetary boundary layer evolution (e.g., Bukovsky et al. 2006; Coniglio et al. 2009 ). Further difficulties in forecasting warm-season precipitation in current operational NWP models such as the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North American Mesoscale Model (NAM; Janjić 2003) arise from the use of cumulus parameterization (CP), which is needed to depict the effects of subgrid-scale convective processes (e.g., Molinari and Dudek 1992) . Specifically, previous works (e.g., Davis et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2007 Clark et al. , 2009 ) find that models that utilize CP struggle in replicating well-organized propagating convective systems, which struggle is likely related to inadequate resolution of downdrafts that lead to the cold pool dynamics associated with propagation (Davis et al. 2003) , as well as other deficiencies inherently linked to the CPs [e.g., crude trigger functions (Liu et al. 2006) , lack of mesoscale organization (Molinari and Dudek 1992) , and independent activation of the schemes in individual grid columns (Bukovsky et al. 2006) ].
Upon routine inspection of operational forecasts during typical warm-season regimes favorable for progressive MCSs, we have noticed that NAM has a tendency to generate spurious elongated ''rainbands'' along quasistationary surface boundaries in the Upper Midwest, a previously undocumented feature (to the best of our knowledge) that is examined herein. These rainbands do not reflect propagating MCSs that are observed in such cases; rather they are nonpropagating features closely tied to simulated low-level frontogenesis. Two representative cases in which these spurious rainbands were observed are provided in Figs. 1 and 2. In the first case, which occurred on 20 August 2007, an observed MCS traveled along a quasi-stationary front that stretched across Iowa and Illinois (Figs. 1a and 1b) . The 24-h NAM forecast depicted the key synoptic features of the associated warm-season pattern, including the quasistationary boundary (Fig. 1d) . However, the forecasts did not capture the propagating MCS, but instead generated an elongated frontal rainband stretching across the Upper Midwest and the Ohio Valley. At 900 hPa and slightly north of the surface front, the NAM generates a pronounced frontal zone (Fig. 1e ) in terms of horizontal deformation (DEF) 1 and horizontal gradient of potential temperature (j$uj)-fields commonly used in depicting fronts (e.g., Martin 2006) . The 900-hPa DEF and j$uj appear to be spatially coherent with the forecast rainband, whereas in the analysis (Fig. 1c ) DEF and j$uj are not as strong and are much less coherent with the observed rainfall (Fig. 1b) . A different case on 24 August 2006 (Fig. 2 ) reveals similar behavior in the NAM: a spurious rainband and a strong relationship between the rainband and the 900-hPa DEF in the forecast. However, in this second case the coherence between j$uj and rainfall is not as robust as in the first. It is not clear whether the enhanced low-level frontal zones are simply an artifact of the spurious rainbands, or if the reverse occurs and the spurious rainband are related to the overpredicted lowlevel DEF and j$uj fields.
The goal of this study is to thoroughly document forecast and observed environmental conditions associated with warm-season quasi-stationary boundaries in the central United States. A composite approach is utilized to reveal the general features of these simulated and observed quasi-stationary boundaries. Particular emphasis will be placed on the pervasiveness of the aforementioned spurious rainbands and the characteristics of the associated frontal zones. Because the operational NAM affects a large and diverse group of users and because model configurations similar to the NAM are used in operational ensemble systems like NCEP's ShortRange Ensemble Forecast (SREF) system (Du et al. 2004 ), diagnosing specific model behaviors/deficiencies can be very beneficial. The study is arranged as follows: data and methods are introduced in section 2, analysis results are shown and discussed in section 3, and a summary is given in section 4.
Data and methods

a. Data
Operational NAM forecasts are obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Operational Model Archive and Distribution System (NOMADS; information online at http://nomads. ncdc.noaa.gov). Currently, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) nonhydrostatic mesoscale model is run as the NAM, which has 12-km grid spacing, 45
. vertical levels, and is run four times daily with 3-hourly output available. Physics schemes used in NAM include the Betts-Miller-Janjić (BMJ; Betts 1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjić 1994 ) cumulus parameterization, the Ferrier et al. (2002) microphysics scheme, and a Mellor-YamadaJanjić (MYJ; Mellor and Yamada 1982; Janjić 2002) boundary layer parameterization. Stage-IV multisensor rainfall estimates (Lin and Mitchell 2005) are used for precipitation observations and are remapped to the 12-km grid of the NAM using a neighbor-budget interpolation that conserves the total amount of liquid in the domain (e.g., Accadia et al. 2003) . The stage-IV data are obtained from NCEP (online at http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov). The National Weather Service U.S. ''Surface Analysis Charts'' (formerly known as digital facsimiles or DiFAX), used here for frontal identification, are obtained from the Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University (online at http://archive.atmos.colostate.edu/). The analysis period covers July-August 2006-08.
b. Frontal composite procedure
To identify cases for inclusion in frontal composites, quasi-stationary fronts as depicted by the Surface Analysis Charts are examined for a region east of the Rocky Mountains and west of the East Coast between 358 and 508N at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC during the analysis period. For inclusion in the composites, a quasistationary front must have east-west orientation within an angle that is 6308 relative to lines of latitude. For example, the stationary fronts in cases 1 and 2 (Figs. 1a and 2a, respectively) are both WNW-ESE oriented with an angle of about 2108 relative to lines of latitude. In addition, the fronts must exist for at least 24 h and must stretch for more than 108 in the zonal direction. Last, to restrict our analysis to cases that fit within the warmseason pattern, the 500-hPa wind direction over the center of the fronts must be westerly to northwesterly (2708-3308), based on the NAM analysis. Cold fronts associated with migrating/developing synoptic waves are not included. Because frontal composites for both forecasts and observations are constructed relative to the position of observed fronts, the effectiveness of the composite procedure is dependent on the position of forecast quasi-stationary fronts closely corresponding to the observed fronts. Based on a subjective examination of all cases, as well as the close correspondence of spatial patterns between composite forecast and observed fields such as low-level winds (Figs. 4a and 4f, discussed below), the NAM does in fact produce reasonable forecasts for the positions of such fronts.
A frontal analysis domain (FAD) is defined for each identified front, as illustrated by the schematic diagram in Fig. 3a . The FAD covers a 108 latitude 3 248 longitude area with the latitudinal center defined by the frontal position and the longitudinal center decided by the maximum precipitation along/near the front. The precipitation P maximum is determined by an inverse Laplace transform, $ 22 P, using the inverse Fourier transform. The use of $ 22 P allows for an objective method in determining the P center and is especially useful when the rainfall pattern is spotty and often migrating. Because P accumulated over a 24-h period (0000-2300 UTC) is used, each FAD during a 24-h period has a fixed longitudinal center. If no precipitation occurs within the FAD, or if the maximum daily precipitation is under 0.5 cm, then the zonal midpoint of this front is used as the FAD center. Table 1 lists the dates, the center coordinates, and the schematic general orientations of the identified quasi-stationary fronts.
Next, the FAD is partitioned into 48 ''cells,'' each comprising a domain of 108 latitude 3 0.58 longitude with the quasi-stationary front through its meridional midpoint. These uniformly partitioned FAD cells are manually centered along the front's contour, as shown in Fig. 3a . These FAD cells are applied to both the NAM analysis and forecast based on the observed front. The purpose of the partitioning is to realign individual fronts onto a rectangular domain, as shown in Fig. 3b , so that frontal composites can be constructed. During the steps from Fig. 3a to Fig. 3b , both the precipitation and NAM data are bilinearly interpolated onto a 0.258 3 0.258 grid, so that each FAD cell has 2 grid points zonally and 40 meridionally. If a front stretches longer than 248 longitude, only the portion of the front within the 248 of longitude is used. If a front spans less than 248 in longitude, then we record as far as the front reaches in the zonal direction. As a result, composite fields within outer FAD cells have been obtained using fewer cases than for inner FAD cells and are therefore less representative.
c. Frontogenesis
While surface fronts are commonly depicted by horizontal deformation and horizontal gradient of potential temperature ($u), the intensification or decay of a front is represented by the frontogenetic tendency Dj$uj/Dt or frontogenesis (e.g., Martin 2006), expressed as
In Eq.
(1),
where n is a unit vector in the direction of $u and Q is the diabatic heating rate obtained from the residual method of the thermodynamic equation;
where v is the vertical velocity in pressure coordinates; and
where DEF is the horizontal deformation and l is the angle between the dilatation axis and the potential isotherms. This derivation follows Hanstrum et al. (1990) . Here, T 1 represents the contribution to frontogenesis of horizontal gradients in diabatic heating, T 2 refers to the rate of frontogenesis due to the tilting of vertical u gradients through horizontal gradients of vertical velocity, T 3 is frontogenesis through horizontal convergence of the potential isotherms, and T 4 indicates frontogenesis owing to horizontal deformation of the u distribution. It will be shown that the latter two terms-in particular T 4 -are the dominant factors contributing to the frontogenetic tendency of summer quasi-stationary fronts and that both terms tend to be too strong in the NAM forecast. The derivatives are computed with the 12-km grid spacing before interpolating to 0.258 for the FAD composite analyses.
d. Equitable threat score and bias
Equitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer 1990) and bias are commonly used metrics to evaluate precipitation forecasts that are utilized herein to evaluate precipitation forecasts within the frontal environments. These metrics are easily computed using a 2 3 2 contingency Because the data assimilation procedure used to generate the NAM analyses involves using an earlier NAM forecast as a background/first-guess field, the resolved scale of the forecasts and analyses is the same (G. DiMego, personal communication 2010). Thus, differences in the magnitude of terms involving spatial derivatives cannot simply be attributed to differences in resolved scale between forecasts and analyses. Sensitivity tests (not shown) using much coarser grids (;80-km grid spacing) to compute spatial derivatives verify that results are not sensitive to the grid spacing used to compute terms involving spatial derivatives. 
where chance 5 (hits 1 misses)(hits 1 false alarms) hits 1 misses 1 correct negatives 1 false alarms .
A perfect ETS is 1.0, the lower limit is 2 1 /3, and scores below 0.0 indicate no skill. The ETS can be interpreted as the fraction of correctly predicted observed events, adjusted for hits associated with random chance. Bias is the ratio of forecast to observed events. Thus, the bias measures how well areal coverage of events is forecast. Bias greater (less) than 1.0 indicates overprediction (underprediction). In terms of contingency table elements, bias is expressed as bias 5 hits 1 false alarms hits 1 misses .
Results
a. Composite structure
Observed and simulated composite frontal environments constructed using the method outlined in section 2b are shown in Fig. 4 for the 900-hPa level. In the composite analysis (Fig. 4a) , precipitation mainly occurs slightly north of the surface front and extends southeastward across the front, as indicated by a white dashed arrow following the ''core'' of precipitation contours. However, in the composite forecast, precipitation covers a much larger area along the front and is oriented nearly parallel to the front. Furthermore, the composite forecast precipitation has a close correspondence to the composite forecast DEF field, whereas in the analysis such a close correspondence does not exist (the correspondence will be verified statistically in section 3b). The pattern in 900-hPa winds near the main regions of precipitation in both analysis and forecast composites reflects the northern terminus of the LLJ and is characteristic of the warm-season pattern in which bow echoes travel along a quasi-stationary zonally oriented frontal boundary with a slight southeastward heading parallel to the midlevel northwesterly flow (Johns 1993; Coniglio et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2010) .
While the NAM forecasts the general pattern in 900-hPa flow fairly well, the composite forecast of horizontal deformation (Fig. 4g) is too strong relative to the analysis (Fig. 4b) . The overforecast deformation as well as the patterns in the forecast precipitation field is consistent with characteristics of the two cases illustrated in Figs. 1  and 2 . On the other hand, differences between forecast and observed j$uj (Figs. 4g and 4b , respectively) are small relative to the differences in DEF, which is also a characteristic of the case in Fig. 2 . Thus, it appears that if a thermodynamic field like j$uj is used to gauge frontal intensity, only small differences are discernable between composite observed and forecast fronts; however, if a kinematic field like DEF is used to gauge the frontal intensity, the composite forecast fronts are noticeably stronger than those observed. The same conclusion regarding frontal intensity based on thermodynamic versus kinematic fields is reached when examining low-level convergence rather than DEF, which is implied by the difference in composite forecast and observed T 3 fields (Figs. 4i and 4d , respectively) because T 3 is directly proportional to convergence. It is speculated that the more noticeable differences in the kinematic relative to the thermodynamic fields may simply reflect the fact that warm-season quasi-stationary fronts are often not well defined by temperature and/or moisture gradients (e.g., Johns 1984) ; rather, such fronts are more identifiable through wind shifts that are reflected in kinematic fields like horizontal deformation and convergence.
The overforecast DEF is reflected by the total frontogenesis Dj$uj/Dt, which has an amplitude that is nearly 2 times as large in the composite forecast (Fig. 4h) relative to the analysis (Fig. 4c) . Examining the T 3 (Figs. 4c,h ) and T 4 (Figs. 4d,i) terms of total frontogenesis separately shows that both terms contribute noticeably to the total frontogenesis differences between the composite forecast and analysis. Furthermore, in the analysis within the domain between 228 and 48 in latitude along the front, the composite T 4 and T 3 together comprise 98% of the variance of Dj$uj/Dt, indicating the dominant role of T 4 and T 3 in the frontogenetic tendency. This feature is replicated in the NAM forecast (97%) and is consistent with previous studies analyzing slow-moving fronts (e.g., Hanstrum et al. 1990; Juang 1991) . To inspect additional thermodynamics-related fields, composite forecast and observed surface-based CAPE and precipitable water are shown in Figs. 4j and 4e . The northwest-southeast-oriented patterns of CAPE and precipitable water are typical of the warm-season pattern (Coniglio et al. 2004; Tuttle and Davis 2006 ) and the spatial pattern in both fields is reasonably predicted by the NAM. However, CAPE and precipitable water are larger and more narrowly concentrated along the quasistationary front in the forecast than in the analysis, indicating that forecast frontal environments are too moist and unstable. Furthermore, the largest differences in CAPE between the composite forecast and analysis occur mainly north of the front and coincide with composite convective inhibition (CIN) that is about 20 J kg 21 weaker in the forecast (not shown). Thus, the composite CAPE-CIN fields suggest easier convective initiation north of the front, which agrees with the precipitation bias.
Further insight into the composite frontal environments is revealed from the cross-front secondary circulation and the vertical sections of frontogenetic tendency across the FAD center (08 longitude with a 6 28 average; Fig. 5) . The cross-front secondary circulation (i.e., massflux circulation) is depicted by model vertical velocity and meridional divergent winds computed from an iterative method introduced by Endlich (1967) . Given the constraint of frontal angle relative to the latitude lines, it is assumed that the meridional mass-flux circulation across the FAD adequately represents the cross-frontal circulation, which normally should be perpendicular to the fronts. In the forecast (Fig. 5b) , frontogenesis is tilted northward in the lower troposphere, consistent with the analysis (Fig. 5a ), but is distinctly stronger than the analysis throughout the troposphere. The cross-front circulation is also noticeably stronger in the forecast, with an upright ascending branch immediately north of the surface front where the majority of precipitation occurs. The stronger ascending motion corresponds with the strong lower-level winds converging toward the front, which agrees with the stronger T 3 in the forecast (Fig. 4i) . In addition, the stronger convergence of momentum enhances the convergence of water vapor flux toward the maximum precipitation area to the north of the surface front. These dynamical and moisture characteristics are likely associated with the excessive rainfall produced in the forecast.
b. Statistics
To illustrate further the relationship between important frontogenesis terms and precipitation, a linear spatial correlation function is adopted. If we associate every grid cell i in the FAD with a random variable F i and denote its variance as s
, then for the parameters of interest at two different grid cells i and j the spatial correlation between the parameters at grid cell i and j is given by
where cov(F i , F j ) is the covariance between F i and F j . The spatial correlation within the FAD is computed between precipitation and 900-hPa deformation in each individual case, which is then averaged for all cases, as is shown in Fig. 6a . The error bar at each forecast hour depicts 1 standard deviation while the confidence level (CL) is estimated from the t statistic. In the analysis, the correlation between the precipitation pattern and the deformation pattern is at the 95% CL but below the 99% CL. In the forecast, however, the correlation is well above the 99% CL and, after hour 18, becomes 2 times as large as in the analysis. For precipitation and j$uj (Fig. 6b) , the spatial correlation in the analysis is insignificant, although the forecast reveals a slightly stronger correlation (but still insignificant). Thus, there is a spurious coherence between precipitation and deformation in the NAM forecasts, as was observed in the case examples (Figs. 1 and 2 ).
An attempt is made to understand whether the bias in kinematic fields leads to the bias in precipitation, or vice versa. By comparing the variance of each variable in the forecast with that in the analysis, one obtains a variance ratio reflecting the intensity error of the forecast within the FAD. We use variance instead of area-average magnitude not only to reveal the error but to highlight the contrast of biases between the frontal zone and its surroundings, as is shown in Fig. 4 . Calculating the variance ratio throughout the forecast hours indicates the error growth. As shown in Fig. 6c , the error growth of T 3 and T 4 clearly leads the error growth of precipitation and CAPE. This result seems to imply that biases in precipitation/ CAPE may be induced from biases in the kinematic fields. However, there are other possible explanations for the lag in errors between these fields (discussed later in section 4), so that further work is needed to firmly establish a physical linkage between them.
The impact of these errors on frontal rainfall forecasts is substantiated through ETSs and bias computed with the 12-km grid spacing within the FAD. As shown in Fig. 6d , ETSs in the 24-h forecast are generally low and the scores decline substantially with increasing rainfall thresholds. In the meantime, bias increases with increasing rainfall thresholds. The ETS and bias results are indicative of forecast rainfall that is too widespread and displaced relative to observations, which is generally consistent with the observed and forecast rainfall composites (Figs. 4a and 4f) . Similar precipitation biases were also noted by Wang et al. (2009) in which similar types of cases related to midtropospheric perturbations were examined. Wang et al. attributed the widespread and displaced forecast rainfall to the overall slower propagation of midtropospheric perturbations that often accompany progressive MCSs. Nevertheless, these statistical results provide additional and quantitative evidence to complement the composite analysis.
Summary and discussion
Zonally oriented, quasi-stationary surface fronts are common synoptic features in the warm season pattern crucial to central U.S. summer rainfall. Using a composite procedure, this study examined NAM forecast and observed environments associated with such fronts for 64 cases that occurred during the period July-August 2006-08. It was found that the NAM did well at depicting the general synoptic features associated with the frontal environments such as the patterns in low-level wind and CAPE fields, as well as the positions of the fronts. However, kinematic fields important to frontogenesis such as deformation and horizontal convergence were overpredicted in the NAM. Perhaps related to the overprediction of these kinematic fields through convergence of water vapor flux, CAPE andprecipitable water were also overpredicted, and the cross-frontal secondary circulation was too strong. In addition, through analysis of spatial correlation coefficients for the individual cases, it was found that the relationship between deformation and precipitation was much more robust in the forecasts than in the analyses, indicating a spurious coherence between these two fields in the NAM. This spurious coherence was also consistent with the close correspondence between forecast precipitation and deformation observed in frontal composites.
There were very distinct differences in the spatial distribution of precipitation within the frontal environments between the NAM forecasts and corresponding analyses. The forecasts featured a broad area of precipitation that stretched along a relatively large region parallel to the front, while the area of precipitation in the analyses covered a smaller area and was oriented from WNW to ESE relative to the front, with the southernmost portion of precipitation stretching across the front. The orientation of the observed precipitation is consistent with typical paths of derecho-producing MCSs examined by Johns and Hirt (1987) that initiate north of a quasi-stationary low-level boundary and move parallel to the boundary at a slight angle toward the warm sector, following the midtropospheric northwesterly flow. Thus, because the warm-season quasi-stationary boundaries examined herein are typically associated with MCSs, it seems likely that the deficiencies in NAM at least partially result from the inability to depict MCSs properly, which is not surprising since numerous previous works (e.g., Weisman et al. 1997; Davis et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2007 ) have documented problems in simulating propagating MCSs using grid spacing that requires CP. However, it also seems likely that problems with the NAM model precipitation forecasts could be related to the overprediction of the kinematic fields related to frontogenesis, like deformation and convergence, as is suggested in Fig. 6c .
From our analysis it is not possible to diagnose what caused the overprediction in these kinematic fields, but we speculate that it is related to the physics parameterizations used in the NAM. For example, the shallow component of the BMJ CP tends to erode capping inversions in frontal environments, similar to observations made by Baldwin et al. (2002) . Widespread activation of the deep convection component of the BMJ scheme within frontal environments could then induce enhanced low-level convergence into regions where parameterized convection occurs. This scenario would seem to imply that the biases in precipitation and kinematic fields would appear at the same time, in contrast with Fig. 6c , which shows biases in precipitation lagging biases in frontogenesis terms. However, it is possible that kinematic fields simply respond more quickly to the activation of deep convection, whereas precipitation must accumulate for a while before positive biases become apparent. It is also entirely possible that there is some other dynamical mechanism responsible for the overpredicted kinematic fields that are coherent with the overpredicted and displaced rainfall. In any case, further investigation is needed to diagnose the NAM deficiencies related to frontal environments that have been documented. Regardless of the cause of the deficiencies, recognition of the environments associated with such errors should be valuable to operational forecasters. In addition, it would be useful to use a similar procedure to evaluate the forecasts of frontal environments in convectionallowing simulations.
